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COMMUNICATIONS FOR THE APOLLO APPLICATIONS
PROGRAM

SAMUEL W. FORDYCE
Manager of Communications and Data Systems

Apollo Applications Program
Office of Manned Space Flight, NASA

Summary    The Apollo Applications Program will consist of a series of extended
duration manned missions in low earth orbit. The initial missions are based upon
equipment and techniques proved in previous space flight programs. This is especially
true of the communications systems which rely heavily on the Gemini, Saturn, and
Apollo communications hardware operating with the Manned Space Flight Network.

Following AAP missions may include new spacecraft developments involving television,
teleprinters, satellite relays and spacecraft data management systems. These
developments are described briefly, but many of them are concepts in early development
stages, and it is difficult to specify the configurations that will be flown.

Mission Descriptions    The AAP missions begin with the orbiting of the Saturn I
Workshop coupled with the Airlock and the Multiple Docking Adapter by the Saturn IB
launch vehicle.

This spacecraft will be joined in orbit by a three man crew in a Command and Service
Module, who will set up the orbital Workshop and conduct experiments in space. The
initial crew can remain in orbit for as long as 28 days. When they depart for Earth in
their CSM, the Workshop will be stored in orbit until a second three man crew arrives to
reactivate it. A subsequent mission is planned for a third three man crew to revisit the
Workshop after an orbital storage period.

Following mission plans include visits by additional crews and the Apollo Telescope
Mount shown docked to the “Cluster” in Figure 1, as well as backup Saturn I Workshops
and Saturn V Workshops. These latter Workshops are equipped prior to launch rather
than in orbit, and presumably can afford communications systems requiring more weight,
paver, and development effort.

Communications Systems on the Initial Missions    The RF links to the “Cluster” are
shown in Figure 2. Although this appears to have a plethora of links, those to the Saturn



IB launch vehicle will shut down about seven hours after lift-off. The remainder have
been sized by the capabilities of the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) developed
for previous manned space flight programs.

On the initial launch, from the time the launch vehicle links shut down until the arrival of
the crew, all external communications will use the Airlock.

As shown in Figure 3, a 450 mc/s command link to the Airlock includes two redundant
digital command receiver/decoders, four relay modules, and two command relay driver
units.

This command system provides the MSFN with real time command capabilities to the
Workshop. It is used to control ON-OFF, SET-RESET functions by ground commands.
On-board stored programs can be commanded through this link and verified through the
telemetry system.

The on-board timers augment this command system by providing a means of switching
between the two command receivers in case one fails.

The Workshop telemetry system includes the transducers, signal conditioners, and
remote multiplexers to accept analog and digital data signals. The basic format for
transmission uses pulse code modulation (PCM). TWO PCM programmers (one
redundant) provide limited data multiplexing, analog-to-digital data conversion, and
digital multiplexing.

The outputs of the programmer are nonreturn-to-zero-level (NRZL) PCM at 51.2 kbps to
the real time transmitter, return-to-zero (RZ) PCM to the tape recorders.

The PCM Interface Box operates in conjunction with the PCM programmer and provides
the circuitry to accept additional high and law level multiplexers.

All real time data must be placed on one transmitter to conform with the MSFN
capabilities. Other modes include data (and voice, after the crew’s arrival) from the
Gemini tape recorders carried on the Airlock.

Each of these three recorders provides four hours of continuous recording on two
channels at 1 7/8 ips. One track is used for recording PCM data (5.12 kbps), and the
other for voice data. The recorders play back the data backwards at a 22:1 ratio, or a tape
speed of 411/4 ips. Thus the PCM data is dumped at a rate of 112.64 kbps.

The Telemetry Transmission System, in conjunction with the Airlock Antenna Systems,
provides RF transmission capability to the MSFN during prelaunch, launch, and orbit for



real time and delayed time data and delayed time voice, in both stabilized and
unstabilized. vehicle attitude. The transmission system includes three (3) telemetry
transmitters connected in a redundant configuration which allows each transmitter to be
backup for the other. Two of these transmitters are 2 watt Gemini transmitters operating
on frequencies of 230.4 and 246.3 mc/s. The third is a 10 watt transmitter operating at
253.83 mc/s.

As indicated in Figure 3, these transmitters feed into a quadriplexer. RF switches
between the quadriplexers and the antennas permit antenna selection either manually or
by ground command.

The antennas consist of omni discone antennas mounted on two 40' long booms which
are extended in orbit, and used both to transmit and receive. In addition to these boom-
mounted discones, two Gemini whips mounted on the aft SIA panels are used for
telemetry transmission and command reception during pad checkout and launch. After
the booms are extended in orbit, one of these whips is still used to receive commands.

Following the orbiting of the Workshop and the verification via telemetry of the
passivation procedures necessary to make the empty fuel tank in the SIVB habitable, a
second launch will orbit the crew in a CSM.

The CSM Instrumentation and Communication System consists of a PCM package,
premodulation processor, data storage equipment, and a VHF and S-Band
communication system. Since the Unified S-Band System is described in another paper
in this session the CSM communications will be mentioned only as they affect the AAP
missions.

The VHF transceivers (259.7 and 296.8 mc/s) on the CSM are planned for voice
communication with the MSFN as a back-up to the S-Band link. They can also be used
as a back-up to the hard wire umbilical communications with an extra-vehicular
astronaut.

The use of a VHF link employing range tones between the CSM and the Airlock for use
during the rendezvous is under consideration. Such a system is being developed on the
Apollo Program as a back-up support to the X-Band rendezvous radar. If this RF ranging
system is adopted, an additional VHF transceiver will be needed on the Airlock.

The docking of the CSM to the MDA comprises the “Cluster” configuration. A hard wire
audio circuit will couple all crew quarters on the Cluster to permit internal voice
communications as well as a Caution and Warning system. It consists of a distribution
network and parallel lines running to intercom panels in all crew quarters in the Cluster. 



This network can be used for voice communication, caution and warning signals, and
biomedical telemetry. The crew can turn off all signals except the alarm tones.

When a Caution and Warning system sensor detects a fault, its signal is processed
through the logic circuitry to the alert tone generator, the master signal light, the
applicable light on the C&W panel, and to close relays to send discrete signals across
interfaces to-the C&W panels in adjoining spacecraft. The alert tones bypass all sleep
switches and volume controls to the intercom and headsets.

A push-to-talk switch allows any crew member to talk to the control center via the RF
links to the MSFN.

The voice communications between the Cluster and the MSFN and the CSM real time
telemetry will normally use the USB FM transponder. On the “down” link, the voice and
telemetry signals will modulate sub-carrier oscillators, which in turn modulate the
2287.5 mc/s carrier. The telemetry format is PCM, at a bit rate of 51.2 kbps. The 2272.5
mc/s ( FM) transmitter will be used to dump the data stored on the CSM 14-track type
recorder. Commands, as well as voice up to the CSM use the 2106.4 mc/s “up” link.
Additionally, this link can be used for metric tracking in range and range rate.

This crew can remain in orbit for as long as 28 days before returning in their CSM.

Fb1lowing their departure, the orbital Workshop will be placed in a storage mode. In this
mode, the Workshop sub-systems will use as little power as necessary. The Airlock
command links will remain on, and the telemetry information will be restricted to critical
parameters. If the telemetry indicates the Workshop is still serviceable, plans call for a
second crew to be launched in a CSM to rendezvous with the Workshop in orbit. This
crew will be equipped to remain in orbit for as long as 56 days. This extended duration
can allow them to conduct more extensive experiments in space than possible for the first
crew, who must set up the Workshop equipment in the empty fuel tank of the SIVB
stage. Although the activities of this second manned mission differ from the initial one,
the communications sub-systems do not, and are similar to those described previously.
Following the completion of this second manned mission in the Workshop, the crew will
return in their CSM, and the Workshop will be placed into its orbital storage mode again.

Two additional launches using AAP Saturn IB launch vehicles are planned to orbit a
third crew in a CSM and an unmanned spacecraft consisting of the Lunar Module Ascent
Stage (IM A/S),coupled with the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM).

The CSM will be similar to that on the preceding AAP mission. The Lunar Module
Ascent Stage is derived from the Apollo Program, but altered by removal of the
propulsion system and various other sub-systems modifications. The IM communications



sub-system is not appreciably changed from that of the Apollo IM. The primary
communications (and tracking) use a USB transponder receiving at 2101.8 mc/s and
responding at a coherent fractional multiple of 240/221, nominally 2282.7 mc/s without
the Doppler shifts. In addition, the VHF AM links normally used for voice are retained.

The ATM is attached to the IM Ascent Stage in place of the LM Descent Stage on the
Apollo IM. The ATM consists of various solar observatory experiments.

Some modifications to the IM VHF links are under consideration to facilitate the
rendezvous between the unmanned IM/ATM and the manned CSM. The range tones
mentioned previously on the VHF link between the CSM and Airlock may be
incorporated. Further, a manned S/C command link CSM to the IM A/S may be adopted
to permit the CSM crew to control the LM/ATM reaction control system during
rendezvous and docking.

After these spacecraft dock together, the IM A/S USB transponder will be turned off and
the ATM communications links will take over.

The ATM is provided with a digital command sub-system consisting of a UHF command
receiver and decoder similar to that used on the Saturn I launch vehicle. This enables
either the control center (through the MSFN) or the IM crew (via hard wire) to control
the experiments, experiment pointing, and ATM sub-systems. The ATM telemetry
consist of equipment for analog and digital multiplexing, encoding, formating, storage
and playback, and VHF transmission.

The tape recorders can record data at the rate of 4 kbps for 90 minutes. Upon command,
either by the MSFN or the crew, the recorders play back the stored data 18 times faster
than it was recorded (72 kbps for 5 minutes). The primary recorder is backed up by a
redundant unit.

Two VHF transmitters (231.9 and 235.0 mc/s) provide both real time transmission and
playback of recorded data.

Antennas to receive the UHF commands or transmit the VHF telemetry are mounted on
the extremities of two of the ATM solar array wings shown in Figure 1.

Closed circuit TV provides the IM crew with experiment displays. Six cameras in the
ATM monitor the solar experiments, and switches permit the crew to view the sun as
seen by the experiments on either of two monitors.

The IM/ATM communications system is shown in the block diagram in Figure 3.



The rendezvous and docking phases of the IM/ATM may use alternate r-f links than
those mentioned previously. These include the IM X-Band rendezvous radar in place of
the VHF ranging system, and VHF or UHF command links to enable manned S/C to
control IM/ATM reaction control systems.

This mission is primarily devoted to solar astronomy. Although the data from the solar
experiments is on filra which will be returned with the crew, the ATM telemetry is used
extensively for diagnostic data from these experiments and other sub-systems.

The RF traffic is greatest when all of these spacecraft are docked together. At this time,
all the real time data will be sent on the CSM PM USB transmitter the ATM VHF
transmitter, and the Airlock VHF transmitter. These data will be demodulated on the
PCM decoms at the MSFN stations, and sent back to the Mission Control Center (MCC)
as soon as the land lines (NASCOM) and Intelsat communication satellite facilities
permit. Other signals from the Cluster including the CSM FM USB transmitter, and the
additional VHF transmitters on the ATM and Airlock, will be received and recorded at
the MSFN stations. When time permits, these recordings will be decommutated and sent
back to the MCC. During periods of peak activity in the ATM, the Workshop activities
should be relatively quiet.

This concludes the description of the communication ssrstems planned on the initial five
AAP launches. These systems lean heavily on those developed on the Gemini, Apollo,
and Saturn I and IB launch vehicle programs.

Various sub-systems under design or development are being considered for
incorporation into the AAP if payload capacity and resources permit.

Included among these are a television system to permit high quality TV to be transmitted
from the Cluster to the MSFN.

Such a television system has been under consideration throughout the program. The
options which have been considered have ranged from:

S The use of the Apollo S/C TV cameras to transmit only when in view of a
ground station, to

S The development of new TV cameras with remote control features, on-board
video monitors and recorders, bandwidth compression schemes, use of satellite
relays, and attendant augmentation of network facilities.

The problem has been to provide picture characteristics acceptable for experiments,
operations, and public relations that could be afforded in terms of costs, weights, and



schedules. The scheme currently under consideration involves a system similar to that
used on the Saturn IB #203 flight, which sent commercial quality TV pictures of the
liquid hydrogen in the SIVB fuel tank in space to selected MSFN stations. Modifications
to this camera to make it portable can permit commercial format TV to be transmitted on
a frequency modulated 2255 mc/s carrier from a 20 watt transmitter in the Cluster.

The video signals in the closed circuit on-board TV between the ATM and the IM A/S
can also modulate this transmitter to permit the experimenters to view the same solar
picture seen by the crew.

Transmission when in view of four selected MSFN stations could permit these television
pictures from the Cluster to be seen on the Earth about 10% of the time. Later, if a
suitable spacecraft video recorder is available, the station visibility constraint could be
removed.

A second sub-system under consideration is a teleprinter in the Cluster. Previous manned
space flight operations have included long series of verbal instructions from the MCC
being read over the “up” voice link to the crew who would copy them in longhand.
However, in many cases the crews have been pressed for time to complete their mission
assignments, and it would be useful to provide them with hard copies of these
instructions automatically.

Development work has been underway for a suitable spacecraft teleprinter which could
make use of existing command links. Although the AAP is considering some promising
teleprinters, no decision has been reached on a teleprinter at this time.

A third kind of communications development which has received much attention is the
use of satellites in geostationary orbits to relay signals between the law altitude orbiting
spacecraft and the MSFN. The advantages of such relays is obvious from coverage
considerations. Although the MSFN is an extensive world-wide network, the AAP
spacecraft will be in view only about one quarter of the time. Two or three properly
spaced geostationary satellites could provide continuous contact capability of these AAP
spacecraft.

The geometry of the satellite relays are obvious, the means of incorporating a satellite
relay into the network are less clear. Again, a variety of proposals have been put forth.
One of the simplest is to use the VHF repeaters on the ATS 1 and 3 satellites to
communicate between AAP spacecraft and the MCC (via the ATS ground stations and
NASCOM). These VHF repeaters have been used successfully to relay communications
between aircraft and between aircraft and ground stations. A voice si al frequency
modulated (with a modulation index of 3) on a 149.22 mc/s carrier with an effective
radiated power of at least 200 watts has proven adequate.



The satellite repeater receives this incoming signal, on its electronically despun beam
(Gain . 9 db), and retransmits a transmitter power as high as 40 watts on a carrier
frequency of 135.6 mc/s.

If a suitable transceiver were incorporated on an AAP S/C, then, possibly, the ATS 1 and
3 could be used as an operational test of voice communications via geostationary
satellites.

More ambitious plans include the use of the proposed ATS F and G satellites as relays
between AAF S/C and the MCC. These satellite designs have large (30' dia.) high gain
antennas and wideband frequency translation repeaters. If an AAP spacecraft could
radiate a 2,247 mc/s carrier with an ERP of 50 dbw towards the ATS - F, then quality TV
signals could be sent to the MCC. Signals frcm the ATS - F to the AAP S/C would use a
carrier frequency of 1,800 mc/s.

The use of these ATS satellite relays is currently in the definition phase.

More ambitious geostationary communications relays to replace communications and
tracking networks for both manned and unmanned satellites have been considered in
conceptual definition studies. Such studies consider the design of an operational Data
Relay Satellite System to replace the current Earth based networks and attendant point-
to-point communications lines.

A final class of development includes data management systems for spacecraft. Such
systems are proposed to analyze, edit, and reduce the data on-board the spacecraft in
order to curb the growing volume of telemetry. Additionally, these systems are suggested
to automate checkouts, conduct experiments and operate spacecraft subsystems.

Because of the long lead time required for development of these automated data systems,
they have been proposed for later versions of AAP SIC, specifically, the Saturn V
Workshop.

Again, several schools of thought guide these proposers.

One school suggests that future data systems should be almost completely automatic,
supported by extensive ground attention and facilities, and make minimal use of the crew
so that they are freed from the so-called mundane activities.

Another school counters that this approach is unduly complex (and expensive), and
largely negates the requirement for a flight crew. This school advocates the simplest
possible (manually control-led) on-board system which can do the job, and add to it as
necessary.



The incorporation of proven communications systems on the initial AAP S/C, and the
differing proposals on adding TV, teleprinters, satellite relays, and automated data
systems, demonstrate that we are faced with the merger of the rapidly expanding
technologies of communications and space flight. Attempting to find workable and
attainable solutions presents interesting challenges in the Apollo Applications Program.

Abbreviation Term

AAP Apollo Applications Programs
AM amplitude modulation
ATM Apollo Telescope Mount
ATS Applications Technology Satellite
CSM Command and Service Module
C&W Caution and Warning
DDAS Digital Data Acquisition System
ERP effective radiated power
FM frequency modulation
ips inches per second
kbps kilo bits per second
LM Lunar Module
IM A/S Lunar Module Ascent Stage
MCC Mission Control Center
MDA Multiple Docking Adapter
MSFN Manned Space Flight Network
NASCOM NASA terrestrial communications
NRZL non return to zero level
PCM pulse code modulation
PM phase modulation
RF radio frequency
R/T real time
RZ return to zero
S/C spacecraft
SLA Spacecraft IM Adapter
T/R Tape recorders
UHF ultra high frequency
TTSB Unified S-Band
USBE Unified S-Band Equipment
VHF very high frequency

 








